Is Development Aid Administered to the Most Vulnerable People in Ecuador?
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General Steps in Analyses:
1) Euclidean distance (“as the crow lies”) for roads, train lines and paths
2) Density rasters (# of centers per 1km2) for education and health centers
3) Reclassi ication of distance and density rasters (the density rasters are reclassi ied
based on natural jinks)
4) For suitability analysis: use raster calculator to calculate optimal suitability for aid
projects by merging all infrastructural features with weights
5) For vulnerability analysis: normalize each variable over the total population to get
percentage cut-off, then reclassify from 1-5 based on natural jinks for each separate
variable. Finally, calculate vulnerability index in new column by adding together the
values for each separate indicator by province. Convert to raster.
6) Merge suitability and vulnerability analyses: the higher the score, the more suitable
the area for aid projects
7) Add population data from Gridded Population of the World
8) Overlay with aid data
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Results and Recommenda ons
As predicted, the accessibility analysis show that urban areas have more accessibility to
infrastructure than rural areas. However, this can be misleading as there are often small
pockets of extreme poverty in urban slums. Vulnerability is more geographically spread
throughout the country; though the eastern part of Ecuador is more vulnerable in general.
In the cumulative map, the Eastern region, along with the province of Esmeraldas, are the
provinces showing both lack in accessibility as well as high vulnerability.
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Recommenda ons for Aid Re‐Alloca on

Methodology: Major Steps in Data Processing
To determine whether aid projects are allocated where the need is the highest, I proceed
in ive major steps. First, I determine the risk to poverty in a zone by calculating the proximity to certain infrastructural features. Second, even though people might live in a risk
zone, does not mean that all people are vulnerable and need to access aid projects. I analyze the vulnerability of people by province using Ecuadorian census data from 2010.
Third, after having calculated the risk and vulnerability, I combine the factors into one
map. This would be the merge of the accessibility/suitability (is this area risky?) and vulnerability (do people actually need the aid?) analyses into one cumulative map showing
the combined accessibility and vulnerability. Fourth, I use population data from CIESIN to
match with the cumulative map to determine if it is actually feasible to allocate large scale
aid projects in those areas. Conceivably, one area might have low accessibility/high vulnerability, but might only have a small population. Fifth, I plot the selected foreign aid data against the cumulative map to see if aid money is invested where the need is objectively the highest. This analysis is not comprehensive enough to draw any conclusive conclusions; however, it can show spatial patterns in risk, vulnerability, and aid distribution.
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Foreign aid, and its effectiveness, is increasingly debated. Some
argue that aid displaces local governments and local people.
Others claim that ramping up aid is crucial to combat poverty
and achieve the Millennium Development Goals. There are others who argue that aid is just an imperialistic construct aimed at
maintaining the systemic oppression of developing countries.
No matter one’s point of view, aid effectiveness in itself is contested, and I would like to explore the spatial dimensions of aid
distribution. Foreign aid is not likely to have the same distribution or impact in every country, and in this project I solely look
at the case of Ecuador.
The primary goal of my project is to explore the effectiveness of aid distribution in Ecuador by examining whether the most vulnerable populations receive or have access to the
incoming foreign aid. For the purposes of this project, I will neither focus on the amount
of foreign aid disbursed nor the donor country. Rather the purpose of my analysis is to
determine whether aid reaches those who need it the most domestically. My main question is: Are aid projects invested where the needs are the highest? Needs are determined
by access to critical infrastructure such as education, health and transportation, as well
proxies for standards of living. Foreign aid is measured as points, in which each project,
regardless of size, will receive equal weight. The main questions are: Where are the infrastructural voids concentrated? Are there any clear patterns of where people deemed as
vulnerable live? What does the distribution of foreign aid and projects look like? Are they
targeting the infrastructural voids?
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Pairing the cumulative data with the aid data highlights a couple of patterns, and it seems
like foreign aid is not always distributed to where the need is the highest in Ecuador. Aid
is heavily allocated to the capital of Quito, which is also one of the provinces with the least
need. Globally, high aid distribution to capitals is not uncommon since urban projects are
usually more visible, potentially reach a lot of people, and are easier to coordinate logistically. Second, the central and eastern parts of the country, however, demonstrate high
need but low aid allocation. In order to have the most significant impact, some aid projects should be allocated from Quito to these provinces. Third, in considering the allocation of aid, population density matters as well since many vulnerable provinces might also
be sparsely populated. Many of the eastern provinces have lower population densities,
and as such it might not be feasible to expect large foreign aid projects going there. This
might be a domain in which the national government has to assume more responsibility
for redistribution rather than relying on international redistribution.
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Limita ons
Cumula ve Map: Accessibility and Vulnerability

There have been several limitations to my project, both in gathering data and conducting
the analyses. First, the education and health centers data were disaggregated in eight different zones, and many points clearly overlapped. For both data sets, I chose the data that
had the most extensive reach. With regards to the census data, the data was not disaggregated data for the more speci ic administrative levels (Parrish and Canton), and I had to
settle for using the Province data. The Parrish and Canton data could have nuanced my
analysis more.
Furthermore, I could only access one geocoded data set for the aid data, which was from
the World Bank. To increase my foreign aid data, I manually geocoded project data from
the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB), as well as data from AidData.org from
2009. This process is limiting for several reasons. First, the data is in the form of points,
which does not always represent the reach of projects. Second, this excludes national projects or budgetary support, which can have positive effects all over Ecuador. Finally, this is
just a selected number of aid projects spanning the years from 2004 and onward.
Lastly, I had a hard time inding meta-data that described the infrastructural data. I found
some documentation on how the data had been processed and selected, but no iles that
described the actual data features or clearly stated the dates of the data features.
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